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Write and Share
YOUR STORY
We all share one common vision on different levels, forums and ways:
We are all part of the Kingdom of God! We need to tell our stories as we
grow in sharing the vision! Please participate in the compilation of the
TAG and use this forum to tell your story to the rest of the network.
You can send your contributions, in this way sharing the vision and
KINGDOM STORIES with each other. We can share stories regarding
doing “normal business” the Kingdom way. We also want to share our
corporate stories, how we work together and how we impact society.
Any news and notes – let’s share and grow in UNITY!

Email: Spretorius@ages-group.com,
Lralepelle@touching-africa.com or
Avanrooyen@touching-africa.com
88 MC Roode
Potchefstroom
PO Box 19460
Noordbrug 2522
Tel: +27 82 774 2246
TAG

1: Sharing the Vision

The first section in the TAG shares vision inputs from Touching
Africa associates. Here we share Word and testimonies,
proclaiming what God is revealing and doing in our midst.

An Eternity Perspective
~ By Stephan Pretorius ~
May 2020 be the year your walk with the
WORD and SPIRIT of GOD leads to an
experience OF ELEVATION instead of
normalisation. May you walk in the freedom
and abundance of your heritage reality IN
CHRIST, instead of the slavery mind-set of
survival and provision.
On a corporate level, I pray that our character
will evolve as an organised army with authority,
under instruction and with a mandate to take
ownership of the land. I have the desire to be
transformed according to our “adoption” – our
positioning – as SONS in the house as done
IN CHRIST!

I trust that we will shift from a habit of visitation
to habitation of GOD’S constant, divine
presence in our lives; That we will trade
religion for a heavenly spiritual RELATION.
I dream with you to change from DOING to
BEING, to be upgraded from vulnerable faith
decisions based on the soul’s dimension, to
a deep spiritual TRUST born from within our
spiritual unity with our Father.
I believe that this will be the year that we will
start to see, understand, experience and be
overwhelmed by a sense of divine eternity
within us as part of the BODY OF CHRIST!

Words of Wisdom for 2020:
“We are operating on a different level if we work with
God,” Karabo Dube.

“Don’t let life happen to you if you can let life happen
through you – in reference to 2 Col 4:14,” Francois du Toit.
“The one generation’s choices become the next generation’s
natural behavioural patterns,” Pieter Pretorius.
1
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Touching Africa’s 2020 Vision

Touching Africa’s vision for 2020 is focused on
the streamlining of all Touching Africa activities
through the Co-operative Structures, as a
means to practically “touch” the Community
of Africa (See diagram on pages 3-4). This
TAG highlights various projects that are being
prioritised this year. The Kingdom of God is not
an isolated entity – it is an integrated reality! We
are instruments in God’s hands, integrating all
aspects of life into a KINGDOM REALITY!

A glimpse of this reality is described in
Ephesians 1:21-23. It is a reality that stands

under an authority far above all rules and
authorities, and powers and dominions,
above every name that is named, not only in
this age, but also ages to come. All things are
positioned under the feet of this KING, and He
is the head of the ECCLESIA – which is US,
HIS BODY, the fullness of HIM who fills all in
all.

TA’s DREAM

Our DREAM is to

WHO ARE WE? contribute to sustainable
Touching Africa is an
organisation that gives
a corporate framework
to a dream of making a
difference in Africa.

growth and development
in

AFRICA,

to

ultimately realise the full
potential and calling of
Africa on a global scale.
.

WHY THIS DREAM?
This DREAM originates from a desire to be an
expression of the Kingdom of God in the community of
Africa, through a prophetic lifestyle, living the Love of
God, as part of the broader corporate Body of Christ.
1: Sharing the Vision
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We are achieving this dream through the
integration of the following sectors:
Funding
and supporting
mechanisms

NEED in
the African
community and
society

A NETWORK of
like-minded visionbased businesses,
organisations and
individuals

F
U
N
D
I
N
G

Kgoma Africa Pty Ltd
TA Development Trust
TA Foundation
TA Non Profit Company

PAGES 3 & 4
SHOULD BE
VIEWED AS A
WHOLE

NETWORK
Businesses Organisations Individuals
3
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Touching Africa acts as common factor and link
between the three essential sectors required to
“touch” and develop the community of Africa!

TA Integrated
Development Services

TA Community and Social
Development Services

TA Trade and
Tourism

TA Corporate and
Business Services

TA Agricultural
Services

TA Training and
Education Services
TA Enterprise
Development

Projects

Programmes
1: Sharing the Vision

Services
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2: News and Notes
The second section of the Tag highlights news of personnel, personal
aspects, administration and arrangements within Touching Africa.

Dit is Tyd

Stephan Pretorius se boek “Dit
is tyd – vir Koninkryk” sien as
tweede druk weer die lig en is
nou weer beskikbaar. In hierdie
boek word die WAARHEID
soos in die WOORD voorkom,
verduidelik op so manier dat
GOD SE PLAN as padkaart na
ons (nog onbekende) toekoms
begin oopvou op `n persoonlike
vlak!

Die boek is nou beskikbaar teen R300 en bestellings kan geplaas word by:

Mari van der Westhuizen
082 257 1715
mvdwesthuizen@ages-group.com
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Veldskoen

We are proud to announce a partnership between the
well-known proudly South African Veldskoen brand
and Touching Africa, where at least 20 % of the revenue
from sales within and through the Touching Africa
Network will flow to the Touching Africa Development
Trust to be used for community development projects.

What better way to
stand tall and walk as

a conqueror, literally

TOUCHING AFRICA,
one step at a time.

Order your pair of Touching Africa
branded shoes now at R899 a pair and
start 2020 on the right foot, making every
step count! Contact Stephan Potgieter to
place your individual or bulk orders:
spotgieter@touching-africa.com.

2: News and Notes
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Touching Africa and Umbono’s
New Partnership
Tiaan Liebenberg
We are delighted to announce that
Touching Africa has a new network
partner! Umbono Venture Capital, under
the leadership of Dorian Wrigley, has
become part of Touching Africa to make it
even better for you to be a part of “Touch
Africa”
Umbono
brings
new
investment
opportunities with a tax incentive as
well as BBEEE funding options to the
network with the necessary SARS and
FSB registrations. Especially now, where
most companies’ financial year end
looms and they need to pay Income tax
and Enterprise Development for BBBEE,
Umbono has set up a 12J Venture capital

7

fund that is geared towards targeting
some of these opportunities.
Qualifying investors can now invest
an amount that is 100% tax deductible
against taxable income and can
contribute towards your Enterprise
Development credits for their BBBEE
score card. These funds are invested
in qualifying entrepreneurs for shares
that can be ring fenced to specific
low, medium or high-risk business
opportunities.
The 12J Venture
Capital Company holds the shares for
a minimum of 5 years with potential
dividends and capital gain on your
investment.

2: News and Notes

Advantages of Touching Africa’s
Kingdom Investment Approach
1. An Enterprise Development
partner skilled in identifying
entrepreneurial leaders and
growing successful businesses

2. Full offset of Enterprise
Development spend against
taxable income using S12J of
SARS Tax Act

Touching Africa’s Kingdom
Investment Approach
3. Full Enterprise evelopment
credits against BBBEE score
card initiatives

4. BEE procurement credits at
150% contribution towards
the BBBEE score card

2: News and Notes
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Giving made Easy
You have asked, we have heard! Do you want to give,
but you do not know where, to what fund or even for
what benefit? Here it is, summarised in a nutshell:

TYPE OF GIVING

TA ENTITY

TA BENEFICIARY

Donations
(heart giving)

TA Ecclesia

Any TA project
or needy

BBBEE donations

TA Trust

TA project ringfenced
for BBEEE points

Tax incentive 18A
Donation

TA NPC

Any TA project

Tax Deduction
Investment (12 J
Fund)

Umbono capital

Ringfenced TA
projects

For any of these or more inforomation contact Tiaan:
tliebenberg@touching-africa.com or 0825618336

9
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Funding

Funding within Touching Africa is being administered
within the following framework

F
U
N
D
I
N
G

Kgoma Africa Pty Ltd
TA Development Trust
TA Foundation
TA Non Profit Company

NETWORK
Businesses

Social Corporate Responsibility

Organisations

Social Labour Plans

Individuals

BEE scorecard requirements
Social BONDS
Grants

Projects

Development Investment

Programmes

VISION implementation

Services

Heart giving
Governmental Project funding

2: News and Notes
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Touching Africa 2020 Vision
Planning and Scheduling
The following Touching Africa actions are listed for 2020. The focus
is to re-group all Touching Africa network links and activities under
different workshops as represented by the Touching Africa Cooperatives that have been put into place during 2019:
26 Jan 2020:
Touching Africa Cooperative Workshop:
Social development (Saki Tlotleng)

FEBRUARY 2020
21 Feb 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Business
Services and Enterprise Development
(Tiaan Liebenberg)
•
Feedback on the development of the TAC –
Financial Institution
•
Defining of services supporting the TA network
and members in business
•
Defining service provider and commitment
•
Enterprise Development within Touching Africa
•
The BEEP Program
•
Defining the framework for the establishment
of the TA secondary Co-operative with wealth
management as focus.

11
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13 Mar 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop:
Integrated Development Services (Stephan Pretorius)
15 May 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Training and Education
services (Cobus Sipsma)
25/6 Jun 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Social development
(Saki Tlotleng)
17 Jul 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Trade and Tourism
(Stephan Potgieter)
20 Aug 2020:
Touching Africa Development Trust Board meeting
21 Aug 2020:
Kingdom Word and Vision Conference: Word foundations and
Kingdom vision (Stephan Pretorius)
•
What is the prophetic Word now?
•
Vision and mission: The Corporative Body of Christ
18 Sep 2020:
Touching Africa Co-operative Workshop: Agricultural Service
(Ferdie Mocke)
14 Nov 2020: Touching Africa Gala Evening: Rewords
and Celebration (TA team)
•
Three Year celebration
•
Sharing vision and hope

2: News and Notes
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3: Touching Africa Projects

The third section involves projects by the Touching Africa Development Trust,
outlining the different projects and programs that have an impact on society.

LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Metsi A Batho
Project Leader: Louisa Ralepelle
Metsi A Batho is a Touching Africa project that aims to make
an evident difference to people on root level – supporting
water supply to Rural Communities. With Metsi A Batho we
embarked on a program to contribute to the improvement of
Operation and Maintenance on a local level.

Haraka
Project Leader: Hennie Hannekom
Haraka is an initiative with the main focus being to
implement sustainable conservation within an economical
feasible environment that promotes economic growth.
Haraka aims to be involved within and around the Kruger
National Park. The Pilanesberg National park could be used
as a pilot project due to the fact the it is a smaller park than
KNP and thus a more manageable area.

STOP Human Trafficking
Project Leader: Corrine Sandenbergh
STOP (Stop Trafficking of People) operates as a NonProfit Organisation of like-hearted representation from
organisations that are actively involved in the fight against
human trafficking.
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Banna Ba Kae
Project Leader: Saki Tlotleng
Banna Ba Kae’s main purpose is to engage men and boys
in the prevention of Gender Based Violence. They strive to
render intensive awareness and outreach programmes in
Ikageng Potchefstroom and surrounding areas. Ultimately,
they aim to enhance family and community values.

Seboni Vegetable Gardens
Project Leader: Mari van der Westhuizen
Seboni Gardens is a Touching Africa project that assists
community members from Ikageng (Potchefstroom) with
the establishment and maintenance of vegetable gardens.
Through this initiative, those involved can provide
vegetables for their families and learn the basics of trade.

Real Life Centre
Project Leader: Peter Africa
The Real Life Centre is a Non-Profit Organisation. Their
main aim is to serve the community known as Ext.11 (in
Ikageng, Potchefstroom) and progressively the larger
surrounding communities. This is done through mulitdisciplinary initiatives. The long term objective is to have
a full primary and secondary school with sports facilities.
Adult education, and especially entrepreneurs training,
will also be implemented by the Real Life Centre

BEEP
Project Leader: Frank Mosidi
The Broad Enterprise Empowerment Program called
(BEEP) is a program that empowers unemployed people to
become entrepreneurs and to be a sustainable contributor
to the business sector

11
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Touching Africa Zambia
Project Leader: Benji du Preez
The Du Preez family is spearheading Touching Africa
Zambia. They are making an enourmous impact, mainly
through the ABBA programme where they train people to
be able to be able to do basic food production. There are 44
people working on the farm and making a living this way.

Ahava School
Project Leader: Zoe du Preez
18 year old Zoe has a school with children aged between
4 and 7 years. At the moment the school is still in its initial
stages. She hopes to be able to love and teach the children
of God as well as experience how they can grow spiritually,
physically, emotionally and mentally.

Seboni Creative Centre
The strategy of this program is based on the principle to
lead people to TRADE rather than the giving of AID. The
Seboni project is designed to provide 25 beneficiaries
with teaching, training and resources that will enable them
to become entrepreneurs in their own right. It empowers
unemployed women in and around the pre-school at Seboni
Street 15439.

Anti-bully Project
Project Leader: Jacques Gombault
Actor and Film maker, Jacques Gombault is spearheading
this campaign with great effect in different schools. He
visits schools and informs them about the different forms of
bullying. He also provides them with material that discuss
the problems in depth at a level that is appropriate for kids.
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
Sizanani
Project Leader: Marga Baron
Sizanani is an NPO working in three municipalities in rural
Kwazulu-Natal. They develop and implement health, social
and sustainable livelihood programmes in cooperation
with communities. Sizanani aspires to uplift the health,
and economic and social statuses of those involved.

iDUC
Project Leader: Santi Britz
iDUC is a Non-Profit Organisation registered in South Africa,
based in Potchefstroom, North-West Province, but working
nationally in South Africa. iDUC’s mission is to create
awareness to stop the violence against women and children
and to give support to victims. They believe that abuse can
be stopped by engaging with boys and men in the prevention
of gender-based violence.

Invest Rural
Project Leader: Karabo Dube
iDUC is a Non-Profit Organisation registered in South
Africa, based in Potchefstroom, North-West Province, but
working nationally in South Africa. iDUC’s mission is to
create awareness to stop the violence against women and
children and to give support to victims. They believe that
abuse can be stopped by engaging with boys and men in
the prevention of gender-based violence.

11
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LIST OF TA PROJECTS
The King’s Institute
Project Leader: Cobus Spisma
The Kings Institute is an online higher education
institute that will train teachers at B.Ed and M.Ed
levels. The Christian University’s training process
is a combination between on sight mentoring, where
students work at schools and online studies running
through an integrated digital platform.

Potechefstroom Programme of Change
Various Project Leaders
The focus of this project is to make a true difference in
the community, initially by developing a shelter for the
homeless people of Potchefstroom aiming to cultivate
safety ambassadors. Further initiatives include
developing a truck stop to minimise truck activity in
the city and further the establishment of a farm that will
equip the community to generate their own income.
Other movements within the project encompasses job
opportunities and developing strategic facilities.

The Projects within Touching Africa are growing
and we are excited about each project to be
added to the TA Project list.
17
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INVEST RURAL
Touching Africa’s involvement in the
INVEST RURAL program came through
Karabo Dube from Mosiamise Rural
Development. The program focusses
on assisting Traditional Leaders in a
process to stimulate local development
in rural areas. Through this program,
we are supporting the National House
of Traditional Leaders with initiatives
focussing on water supply, sanitation
and agricultural development. During a
meeting between Stephan Pretorius and
the deputy chair of the house, Nkosikazi
Nosandi Mhlauli, in January 2020,
various options to obtain governmental
and private funding to assist the program
were discussed, along with the role of
Touching Africa.

Touching Africa’s current involvement
on a practical planning level in the North
West and involvement in the Eastern
Cape was discussed. This program is
a monumental opportunity to become
involved in unlocking the potential of
rural areas. Investment opportunities,
benefitting both the investor and the
rural community, are possible. For
any queries or further information,
you are welcome to contact Karabo
Dube mk.dube@mosiamise.co.za or
Stephan Pretorius at spretorius@agesgroup.com .
Nkozikazi Nosandi Mhlauli with the chair of the
National House of Traditional leaders, Nkosi Sipho
Mahlangu, can be seen bellow.

3: Touching Africa Projects
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The Anti Bully Project
Jacques Gombault

The influence Media has on the youth
(With reference to previous edition)
PART ONE
How often have we not heard people (if
not ourselves) say, “if only we knew what
we were doing”? Studies have proven
that the growing epidemic of bullying and
the enormous physical, emotional and
mental damage caused will go on to have
lasting effects on those subjected to this
horrible condition found in every school
and educational institution.
I firmly believe that we can either ignore
the problem and hope it will go away or
we can address and drastically reduce
this problem.

During the Greek age, Drama was at
its peak with the rapid expansion of
elaborate theatres and playwrights such
as Sophocles and Euripides.
In the age that followed, namely the Roman
age, Drama or entertainment started off
with chariot races and transformed into
the horrific scenes where people were
slaughtered for the sake of entertainment.
After this, Drama subsided and was very
quiet for a long time.

In 1993, after making the front page
of the Rapport newspaper (see photo
attached) I was inspired to do my junior
Thesis at TUKS on the subject titled:
“Church Drama” – is it a gimmick, a shock
technique, unholy, etc. Well in my studies
I was heading for a crisis because the
history of Drama indicated that Drama
was kicked out of the church before.
For the sake of clarity, let me provide you
with brief overview of the history of Drama
(or the Entertainment Industry at large).

19
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During the Middle ages, Drama reappeared
in the church of all places. Due to the Bible
only being available in Greek and Latin,
performers had to act out scenes in order
for the average person to understand what
was being presented. To this day, a very
well-known play namely: “The Passion”
play is still being performed.
People started cheering during these
performances and services became too
unruly and as a result, drama was slowly
removed from the Church. The secular
market took hold of the opportunity and has
thrived there ever since.
This is where my problem lies. Drama has
become entertainment and the service is a
Holy place of worship where entertainment,
generally, is not readily accepted. How can
one prove that there was room for Drama in
the Church if it had been abolished from it
before?
In Part Two coming out with the next TAG
edition, I will explain how God miraculously
sent someone from Beverly Hills America –
the Entertainment Mecca of the world - to
resolve the issue in my heart and ultimately
find a way to complete my thesis.
To end Part One, I would like to point out that
(in my opinion) the “flaw” in entertainment
is that it constantly has to top itself. What’s
entertaining today is not necessarily
entertaining tomorrow.
Currently, the market is inundated with
Superhero’s. How are they going to top this.
In the first Avengers movie they all fought
against Loki who was a god. In order to top
this, who are they going to come up against
as the antagonist, God almighty?

Are we heading for a repeat of the Roman
times where literal killings were the order
of the day, in the name of entertainment?
“How is that possible?” you may ask. “Don’t
be ridiculous,” another might add, “We are
a civilized society, which has moved way
beyond that point.”
Well, as it stands, I currently have footage
of 5 murders on my cell phone. I have
unfortunately looked at one and guarantee
you, I will not be looking at the other 4. A
friend of mine’s wife was sent a video of a
young man committing suicide, on a group
where lunch orders are placed for schools!
Brenton Tarrant livestreamed the murder
of 52 two people in New Zealand. In
November 2019 eight websites were
closed that continued screening his attack.
A few months after copycat murders were
committed, it was also livestreamed and
downloaded and viewed by millions. So,
are we heading for the Roman Circus
where people become so desensitized that
they actually find people being murdered,
entertaining!
How do we solve this problem? By starting
young – in pre and primary schools. By
creating empathy for your fellow human
beings and reprogramming the minds of
innocent children the value of a human life.
We can choose, to either ignore this ever
growing epidemic or to start doing something
and trust that we have not left it too late.

FOR MORE INFO ON THIS AND
SIMILAR SUBJECT MATTER,
PLEASE CONTACT ME ON:
JACQUES@FLUTTERBY.CO.ZA

3: Touching Africa Projects
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S izanani S . A .
“Instead of enjoying a peaceful old age, grandparents have to
step into a parental role, raising their grandchildren with no
assistance from their parents or relatives. In a season where
they need time to sit back and reflect on their life, they have to
stand in the middle of the AIDS epidemic and its consequences.
It now becomes their responsibility to feed, school and care
for the children from the pension money that they receive.”

Marga Baron
For many years, people in South Africa
have been living in an extended family
household. Recently we realised that
instead of extended family households,
we now often see “skip generation”
families. Households consisting of
grandparents
and
grandchildren
without any of the middle generation are
what we referred to as skip-generation
families.
Instead of enjoying a peaceful old
age, grandparents have to step into a
parental role, raising their grandchildren
with no assistance from their parents or
relatives. In a season where they need
time to sit back and reflect on their life,
they have to stand in the middle of the
AIDS epidemic and its consequences.
It now becomes their responsibility to
feed, school and care for the children
from the pension money that they
receive.
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The sad reality is that they probably
cared for their own children on their
sick bed before losing them to death.
Caring for their children also increases
their risk of getting infected. I don’t
think we realise the pressure that these
grandparents raise their grandchildren
in. Numerous elderly people report to
be lonely and feel social and emotional
isolation. The dream of retiring in peace
changes, all the privileges of old age
suddenly falls away. There is no sitting
in the sun and enjoying your grandkids
and no one to take care of granny or
grandad when they are ill.

Sizanani S.A. is an
NPO working in three
municipalities in rural
kwaZulu-Natal.
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With grandparents being overloaded
with household duties, girls are
pressurised to drop out of school and
help at home. One of the grandmothers
said, “I have been begging her, this
one in form three (Standard 10),
please drop out of school as you can
see this heavy burden I have …”.
Raising teenagers in your seventies
is no easy task; especially boys, they
do not listen to an elderly woman.

These community health workers
also did a course in parenting and
are busy forming discussion groups
of grandparents and parents. A
place where people can exchange
experiences and can share their
stories.
We hope to be able to go on with this
important work that is so needed.

The community health workers
of
Sizanani
support
these
grandmothers.
They do homebased visits to ensure that these
grandparents have someone to talk
to. The health workers also help
with the sourcing of the right papers
for grant applications and where
possible supply food and clothing.

3: Touching Africa Projects
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The King’s Institute
Cobus Spisma

The King’s Institute’s website is up and running
and associates can visit it at www.sahcet.org.
As written in our previous report, the South
African Christian Higher Education Trust is in
the process of registering an online Higher
Education Institute. The operational name is The
Kings Institute and will start with an Educational
faculty, training teachers at B Ed and M Ed levels.
The training process is a combination between
on sight mentoring, where students work at
schools and online studies running through an
integrated digital platform. The website is up
and running and associates can visit it at
www.sahcet.org.
In order to register and accredit the institute
we need to work on four development streams
simultaneously. In each of these we need support
of willing brothers and sisters with the long-term
vision of a Christian University. These include:

schools who will implement the mentoring
process as well as guidelines and training for
mentors at schools.
2.
Student support services. This
is the back-office support for students on all
levels from academics to finance to spiritual and
emotional support.
3.
Curriculum. This is a vital process
in the shaping. The next curriculum workshop
will be 14-16 February where the initial design
team are gathering in order to write a unique
curriculum for the South African Context.
4.
The business plan. This is an
ongoing process and a vital part of the process.
Here we are designing the financial process, the
online delivery platform, infrastructure, staffing,
governance, library services, etc.

1.
The mentoring process. This
involves writing of policy and guidelines to As this model unfolds in the education field, the
vision is to add six more faculties
over time running on the same
principles and linked to each of
our Primary Cooperatives. We
need your prayers and support
as the Lord leads you in your
passion as part of TA.

cobus@sachet.org
082 495 5150
23
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Initiative for Dedicated
Uplifment and Care
iDUC is a Non Profit Organisation
registered in South Africa, based in
Potchefstroom, North-West Province, but
working nationally in South Africa. iDUC
creates awareness and gives support
to abused women and children in South
Africa.
iDUC’s mission is to create awareness to stop
the violence against women and children and
to give support to victims. We believe that
abuse can be stopped by engaging with boys
and men in the prevention of gender based
violence.
At the heart of the iDUC project is a story well
worth telling; the story of Santi Britz: wellknown, successful businesswoman, wife,
mother of 6 in Potchefstroom, North-West
Province, South Africa.

the victims that come through the doors even
better. The cost per counsellor to obtain their
Auxiliary Social Worker Qualification if R 26
000. Project 3: The iDUC Skills Development
Centre. The dream is to establish and create
a safe environment where victims can learn a
variation of skills. This entails the construction
of the centre and all required amenities. The
current estimated budget for Project 3 will be
R580 000.

IDUC is planning a few projects for 2020.
Project 1: Pay it forward leadership. iDUC
want to launch a new led that equips the
survivors to become leaders and life coaches
in their communities. We want to send two
people on an in-depth servant leadership
training course. Once they qualify, they will be
qualified to train the survivors. A total of R60
000 is need. Project 2: Empower the Healers.
We want to empower the counsellors at the
Crises Centre to further themselves and serve

3: Touching Africa Projects
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Programme of Change
What started as a dream to develop
a shelter for homeless people, has
evolved into a broader PLAN to make
a TRUE difference in the community of
Tlokwe-Potchefstroom, within the JB
Marks Local Municipality. This resulted
in a great drive in the local community
to take social challenges on a local level
“by the horns”.
The dream took shape during various
interactions between the SA Police,
J B Marks local municipality, the
Tlokwe Church Leaders, Community
leaders, various involved Governmental
Departments, Clean-up Potch Initiative,
Community Policing Forum, PotchTlokwe Chamber of Commerce and the
North-West University. Touching Africa
was approached to act as facilitator
and programme manager in developing
a programme of change, covering the
following main facets as point of departure:
Job creation:
This entails the development of a webbased platform that can facilitate the
“match making” between people that
seek work, and people that are in need of
employees. The system will also facilitate
feedback and reports and develop a
database with references and filter
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systems for the benefit of both parties.
Touching Africa is in the process to identify
possible service providers. The practical
aspects and local logistical arrangements
will be developed in 2020.
Shelter:
This concerns the establishment of a
place of safety where homeless people
can receive temporary accommodation.
The shelter will operate as a place of
first engagement for people having
no alternatives, living on the streets of
Potchefstroom. It will be available to them
at a very low-cost budget and a place
to facilitate further engagement to reestablish those who want to do so, back
in society.
Community Farm:
This involves the establishment of a farm
where people can be equiped to become

self-reliant, where workers can be trained
and produce products. This will act as base
to workers selected from the shelter and the
job creation platform on a longer-term basis.
Safety Ambassadors:
This includes the development of a program
that trains illegal car-guards and develops
them into a well organised group able to
act as “safety ambassadors” on a much
broader basis within the community.
Truck Stop:
This entails the development of a truck
stop facility outside town in order to
channel trucks away from the city center
area. Attractive services will be rendered in
order to minimise overnight and contact of
truck drivers in-town.
Strategic facilities:
The development of strategic facilities on
available properties in town, supporting a
healthier society. This includes:

- “Die wandellaan”: Opening all the

streets and roads in and around the
wandellaan to bring down criminal
activities.

- Westpol Square: The development of
the Westpol Square on the N12 into a
community supportive facility.

interaction between Touching Africa and
the leading core participants.
The development of a collaborative
community transformation model as
a sustainable integrated solution to
the socio-economic challenges in the
Potch-Tlokwe community. This can only
be achieved through the involving all
stakeholders and community groups,
systematics assessment of the socioeconomic and spatial realities, and
partnership
with
specific
service
providers as specialists in this regard.
Touching Africa is facilitating this process
through the involvement of Ranyaka, a
collaborative community development
specialist and applied funding will be
identified in this regard. This model will be
a very important point of departure in all
community development programs in the
future.
Research to be undertaken by Touching
Africa in preparation and supporting the
above includes the identification of all
stakeholders and involvement of the
Department of Social Development,
prospective
regarding
to
service
providers, potential funding applied to
all end products listed above and the
required institutional structures.

- Joint

Operation
facility:
The
development of a joint operation facility
for Health and Safety community care
from the Vodacom tower park area in
Walter Sisulu Drive.

Moving forward, Touching Africa proposed
the following actions to take place:
The defining of a clear VISION and MISSION
for the Change Programme through the
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BEEP 2020
On 7 Feb 2020, our enterprise
empowerment
program
is
commencing. This is a program
that will empower entrepreneurs to
become a sustainable contributor
to the business sector – the Broad
Enterprise Empowerment Program
called: “BEEP”
Our approach is to lead people
to TRADE rather than to just give
AID. We will be providing business
support and assisting entrepreneurs
to develop new businesses focusing
mostly on leading them to their
purpose.
We have an exciting program ahead.
•
The kick off date will be on the
7th of February 2020.
•
20 individuals will be recruited.
•
The program will consist of

•

practical assessments and
computer simulations
The guest speakers are forces
to be reckoned with. They will
be covering topics such as:
o
The Fundamentals of
Business
o
Financial Management
o
Managing People and
Time
o
Startups and Funding
and many more
On the last sessions of this program,
these entrepreneurs will get an
opportunity to pitch their business
ideas to a panel that will fund their
audacious dream. They will graduate
from the program on the 14th
November at the Touching Africa
Gala Evening.
The current estimated budget for this
project is R 30 000. We are giving
business leaders an opportunity to
invest in this program.
Please provide us with the contacts
of individual who would like to be part
of the BEEP program.
Contact Louisa Ralepelle :
0795123745
lralepelle@touching-africa.com
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3: Touching Africa Projects

Takudzwa Taruza
Hanneke Pretorius
Touching Africa is supporting
Takudzwa Taruza in her studies
this year.
She is in process with her PhD
at the North West University
and her research focuses on the
analysis of informal settlements
intervention in the Gauteng City
Region.

working and goes the extra mile
whenever necessary!
We wish her all success in
completing her studies.

She is a quick learner, very hard

13

3: Touching Africa Projects
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M etsi A B atho
Metsi a Batho is an exciting new Touching Africa initiative with the purpose of
supporting rural communities. This is done through channeling funding in support
of Operation and Maintenance of Water Supply Infrastructure. Please contact
Louisa Ralepelle if you want to partake in this new initiative in the water sector.

F
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N
D
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N
G
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Heart giving
Vision giving
Social responsibility
Adopt a village
Sponsors from sector
Service providers

3: Touching Africa Projects

4: Corporate Tools in TA
The fourth section consists of articles that report on the development o all
Touching Africa Co-operatives and their activities in our midst, as well as the
development and activities of all other corporative tools in the network.

TA CO-OPERATIVES:
TA Community and Social Development Services

TA Corporate and Business Services

TA Training and Education Services

TA Enterprise Development
TA Integrated Development Services

TA Trade and Tourism

TA Agricultural Services

4: Corporate Tools in TA
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5: Network Businesses
reflecting Kingdom
The last section includes stories of how “normal business”
is an instrument in the hands of the Kingdom.

Steynsdorp
Karel van Rooyen

The small town situated adjacent to the Swaziland border, approximately 50km
south-east of Badplaas, is a budding agricultural community making the most
of their limited resources producing tomatoes, maize, cabbages amongst
others. AGES is involved, along with Bokomoso Impact Investments and the
Mineworkers Development Agency (MDA), in the rectification and upgrading of
the local agricultural water supply system.
The system consists of a weir high up
in the river reach collecting water for a
4.9km long pipeline which is then stored
in a small dam. Built around 2006,
the system is operating poorly. The
dream is to restore the supply for the
agricultural community, empowering
them to deliver to larger markets.
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5: Network Businesses reflecting Kingdom

Ranjaka Community
Investment Managers
Louisa Ralepelle
An increasing number of vision
focused
institutions,
corporate
businesses and social enterprises
are becoming part of Touching Africa.
It is through this network that we
can function as the Body of Christ,
a network that will be the hands and
feet to touch society with the vision of
making a difference to the people in
need.

where people can prosper – in every
Ranyaka is one of the institutions sense of the word. They are currently
that renders services over a broad working in eight towns and six provinces
spectrum of life, making a difference across South Africa.
in the African Communities on a
Ranyaka employs a ‘collaborative
practical level.
community
development
model’
includes
community
Ranyaka was established as a non- which
profit, urban planning consultancy profiling, investment planning and
in 2013; to develop transformative implementation. With its corporate
strategies
for
towns
and partners, it establishes local funds
neighbourhoods. They work hand- and works in poorer neighbourhoods;
in-hand with residents, civil society responding to the most pressing social
entities, faith-based institutions, and economic needs while facilitating
business, all levels of government, longer term development agendas
academic institutions and local in partnership with government, nonchange agents to co-create places profit and private sector partners.
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5: Network Businesses reflecting Kingdom
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